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“The companies that will get ahead and stay ahead in today’s inter-
connected business environment will be those that take control of
technology, not those that let technology take control of them.
Business leaders who want grab the reins and steer IT in the same
direction as the rest of the business must read this book.”

– Charles B. Wang, Founder and Chairman of the Board,
Computer Associates International, Inc.

“I found this book an enlightening and valuable read. The real world
stories coupled with the author’s interpretation of the CIO's business
role today should make every business leader sit up and take notice.
Everyone in a position of leadership should read this book before
they set next year's IT budget.”

– Phil Fasano, Senior Vice President, 
Global Technology Group, JPMorgan Chase and Company

“The Alignment Effect paints a vivid picture of information technol-
ogy’s worst-kept secret: IT cannot, by itself, solve your business prob-
lem. To solve your problem, any new technology must be carefully
aligned with your business objectives and processes. Otherwise, save
your money. Read this book if you want to ensure the success of your
own technology implementation!”

– Don Peppers and Martha Rogers, Ph.D., authors of the One to
One series of books on managing individual customer relationships
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“Faisal Hoque demonstrates that technology is no longer just the
realm of engineers and programmers. The Alignment Effect challenges
‘C’ level executives to drive IT value and provides them the pathway
to smart, integrated business decisions.”
– Randolph C. Blazer, Chairman and CEO, KPMG Consulting, Inc.

“The strength and appeal of The Alignment Effect is that it provides a
flexible but actionable approach that, if interpreted and applied 
well, can greatly increase the probability that alignment will—over 
time—occur.”

– Bob Zmud, prolific author,Research Director for the 
Advanced Practices Council of the Society for Information 

Management, and Professor and Michael F. Price Chair in MIS,
Michael F. Price College of Business, University of Oklahoma

“The examples of business/technology alignment and misalignment
speak to every reader. Rarely have horror stories been explained so
clearly, and Hoque shows how to ensure alignment so that next year’s
horror stories don’t involve your company.” 

– Don Tapscott, International best-selling author and 
Co-Founder of Digital 4Sight

“Faisal Hoque’s assertion that capturing the value of IT requires syn-
chronizing business, process, and technology issues is right on. My
own sense in my field of research is that many companies need to do
exactly what the author describes as important.”

– V. Sambamurthy, widely recognized researcher on business-IT 
alignment and Eli Broad Professor of Information Technology,

Eli Broad College of Business, Michigan State University

“Top executives have realized for years that closing the gaping dis-
tance between technology and business can provide their organiza-
tion with a strong, defensible, competitive advantage. However,
knowing it and executing it are very different. The Alignment Effect
finally clearly lays out a process of how to do it, and do it right.”

– Chuck Martin, Author, Managing for the Short Term

“It occasionally happens that the producer of an innovative technol-
ogy reaps rewards even if the customer fails to realize the promised
benefit. It never happens that the customer reaps rewards under such
circumstances. If you want to avoid being that customer, get to know
BTM as defined in The Alignment Effect.” 

– Isaac Applbaum, Partner, Lightspeed Venture Partners
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn

MY OBSERVATIONS OF BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY over the
last 15 years compel me to write this book and to answer this
question: Why aren’t we getting real business value out of tech-
nology? One thing is sure—companies that continue to repeat
the mistakes of the past will never reap the rewards of the future.
Most companies fail to capitalize on the technologies they already
have; and many more are poised to meet this same fate with the
next big technology fad spawned in Silicon Valley and propelled
by venture capitalists. Whether it’s wireless, Web services, or the
latest and greatest in nanotechnology, companies will never get
value—real or perceived—without first solving the business/tech-
nology disconnect. 

This book will begin by illustrating some of the ways the
disconnect can manifest itself in the enterprise. These examples
reveal an unequivocal truth: In order to understand, communi-
cate, and plan how they should utilize technology in the enter-
prise, companies first need to align three key areas—business,
process, and technology. But to achieve alignment among these
areas requires a fundamentally different approach than those
used before—one that brings these disciplines together in a way
that all can understand. This approach creates unprecedented
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visibility into how business and technology decisions are made,
and provides the means for tracing decisions back and forth
between the two, so that companies can discover and commu-
nicate interdependencies.

This approach is called Business Technology Management, or
BTM. In the pages that follow, the principles, activities, and gov-
ernance that make up BTM will unfold to provide the structure
and the mindset to help any company in any industry get real
business value from IT.

I am not alone in my views on the disconnect, or in my ideas
about what’s necessary to solve it. Many chief executive officers
(CEOs), chief information officers (CIOs), industry gurus and
academics—such as the contributors to this book (some of whom
have been grappling with the disconnect since the earliest days of
IT)—believe that the time has arrived for companies to adopt a
structured approach to aligning business and technology. 

WWhhaatt’’ss ttoo CCoommee??
Whether you accept this premise or not, one thing is obvious:
The approaches that companies have been relying upon to close
the disconnect aren’t getting the job done. So what needs to be
different in the way companies go about solving it? 

To answer this crucial question, the approach should follow
several guidelines. First, the approach should view the problem
primarily from the perspective of the business. IT has a long his-
tory of considering itself an island apart from the rest of the enter-
prise. But, like every other business function, IT should service the
bottom line first, and then its own needs. This doesn’t mean that
IT is only about dollars and cents; one of the biggest mistakes
that companies have made in the past is failing to recognize the
intangible benefits that can come from IT—benefits such as
improved customer relationships and better communication
between business units. The people who are most likely to recog-
nize and advocate these benefits are business professionals, since

xx
Introduction
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they are often the end-users of technology. It is a mistake not to
get this crucial group sufficiently involved in making decisions
about how technology can and should impact the business. If IT is
to become focused on the business, this trend needs to change. 

Second, the approach should focus specifically on the busi-
ness/technology disconnect, and leave other, more narrowly
focused techniques (such as scorecarding or systems design) out of
the equation. This means that the solution should zero in on the
three key areas that need to be aligned—business, process, and
technology—and specifically the connections between them.
Often the easiest way to understand this is by forming a picture in
your mind similar to what appears in Fig. I.1:

Third, the approach should enable disparate groups of people
with different interests, capabilities, and objectives to visualize
and communicate about IT. This includes everyone from the CxO
suite on down to programmers and developers. To close the dis-
connect, all of these people need to be on the same page.

Finally, the approach should solve the problem up front, before
the disconnect is cast in stone by expensive and irreversible IT
implementations. The logical place for this to happen is in the
design stage, where disconnects can be diagnosed, examined, and
cured—all before the first line of code gets written.

Introduction

xxi

Figure I.1
The three areas that need to be aligned in order to close the
business/technology disconnect: business, process, and technology
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Obviously, these guidelines leave a lot of room for interpreting
how to go about closing the business/technology disconnect.
Filling in these gaps is what The Alignment Effect is all about.

This book begins with Part I: The Business/Technology Disconnect,
which introduces the disconnect and uses real-world examples to
show the profound effect that it can have upon the enterprise.
These examples, which include scenarios from integrated financial
systems to human resources to call reporting, illustrate some typi-
cal conditions that can result in disconnects, as well as some of the
material losses that they can produce. To begin closing the busi-
ness/technology disconnect, IT departments need to address sev-
eral emerging challenges. These challenges point to the need for a
new approach to align business and technology: the principles,
activities, and governance that make up BTM.

Part II: The Principles of BTM, examines three underlying prin-
ciples that must be in place in order to perform BTM. These prin-
ciples include predictive modeling, which allows project teams to
create blueprints that improve design decisions and facilitate
alignment; collaborative decision-making, which includes a broad
range of stakeholders to make sure that competing needs are bal-
anced; and making knowledge and assets reusable, which maxi-
mizes the value of both intellectual and physical capital.

In Part III: The Activities of BTM, we explore business model
definition, process optimization, and technology automation—
the three activities that companies undertake to align business
and technology. The purpose of these activities is to create an
end-to-end blueprint of the enterprise architecture that is relevant
to a given IT project. In order to create this blueprint, the project
team relies on predictive modeling and the other principles of
BTM. The activities of BTM begin by capturing a model of the
current enterprise architecture, including business, process, and
technology. The next step is creating multiple scenario models
that correspond with the directions that the project could take.
After selecting a final scenario, the final step is implementing the
design created in the corresponding model and updating the cur-
rent model to reflect the changes.

xxii
Introduction
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Part IV: Governing With BTM, illustrates how the enterprise
should administer BTM to achieve two goals. First, the blueprint
developed during the activities of BTM helps senior decision-
makers (including the CIO) to set strategic direction for how the
business should put technology to work by managing the IT port-
folio. Second, the design decisions captured in the blueprint
become an important ingredient for helping the company main-
tain tactical control over their IT projects, including control over
quality and cost management. Finally, since governance implies a
concerted effort to incorporate BTM into the workplace, I will
introduce some key roles and responsibilities for helping BTM
make the jump from promise to practice. 

TThhee SSuumm TToottaall
Together, these building blocks add up to a structured approach—
BTM—which aligns business and technology so that companies
can get real value out of IT. This is the key message of BTM, and
also of this book. So even if you decide not to read a word beyond
this sentence, remember this point: “BTM aligns business and
technology to get real value out of IT.”

Introduction
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MMooddeelliinngg,, CCoollllaabboorraattiioonn,,
RReeuussee 

33

AT A SOMEWHAT ABSTRACT LEVEL, everybody seems to have
a pretty good idea of what a principle is: a “theoretical underpin-
ning”, or maybe a “guiding purpose”, or a “pillar.” These amor-
phous statements are well and good in the abstract. But for the
purposes of BTM we need to be more specific: Before you can
even think about using the activities of BTM to align business and
technology, you first have to embrace three mutually supportive
principles of BTM:

– Utilize Predictive Modeling
– Instill Collaborative Decision-Making
– Make Knowledge and Assets Reusable
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HHooww tthhee PPrriinncciipplleess WWoorrkk TTooggeetthheerr
The first principle of BTM, Utilize Predictive Modeling, is the most
important day-to-day task in BTM. In the broadest sense, predic-
tive modeling is a technique that can be applied to any area where
underlying details threaten to obscure overall decisions; where
real-world scenarios can be decomposed into distinct elements;
and where hidden interdependencies between these elements
make it difficult to visualize the overall effect of modifying an
individual piece of the puzzle.

Once companies start to utilize predictive modeling, the other
principles of BTM automatically become important as well.
Modeling is an inherently social activity that draws a broad com-
munity of contributors, from executives to business managers to
process analysts and technology specialists. Their broad base of
interests and varying degrees of expertise makes it essential to
Instill Collaborative Decision-Making, the second principle of
BTM. Modelers also need a way to capture and share the intel-
lectual capital that they create. To achieve this, they need to
Make Knowledge and Assets Reusable, the third and final principle
of BTM.

UUttiilliizzee PPrreeddiiccttiivvee MMooddeelliinngg
The core benefit of the first principle of BTM, whether it goes
by “modeling” or something else like “design” or “blueprinting,”
is that it helps to visualize the end goal before beginning
costly—and often irreversible—implementation. In the broadest
sense, a model is a virtual representation of a real thing. By
manipulating this representation, modelers can preview a solu-
tion and address design flaws before they manifest themselves in
the final product.

There’s a widespread and unfortunate misconception that mod-
eling is a highly technical exercise that needs to be tackled by a
team of trained specialists. At times, of course, modeling can be
found in pocket-protector-friendly environs like nuclear engi-

48
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neering, macroeconomics, or genetics. But this is more a reflection
of inherent simplicity than any tendency towards complexity: By
helping to simplify design and decision-making, modeling actually
clears up complex problems, which is why it shows up in these
areas. When observers mistake modeling for a technical, compli-
cated exercise, they’re essentially confusing the message (such as
modeling a complex chemical reaction) with the messenger (mod-
eling itself).

Some of the most powerful varieties of modeling (such as the
spreadsheet example we’ll look at in a moment) allow even non-
technical users to preview change, or to “predict,” before putting
new ideas into practice. This, of course, is where the “predic-
tive” in “utilize predictive modeling” comes from. It’s also why
modeling is such an important part of BTM: It helps to predict
the impact of business and IT change by becoming the “aim” in
“ready, aim, fire.”

BTM puts modeling to work as an innovation infrastructure for
IT projects. During the design stage, it functions as a blueprint in
which teams can set clear goals and flesh out a solution before
actually writing code. In the build, test, and deploy stages, the
model acts as a reference point to orient ongoing work and to
help guide last-minute modifications in the event that unfore-
seen challenges and opportunities pop up. By playing these impor-
tant roles, modeling helps the IT project team pre-empt costly
mistakes and improve the quality of the systems that they develop.

BTM’s use of modeling isn’t just about making incremental
improvements to an existing process, however. In addition to rel-
atively modest gains in efficiency, modeling also empowers BTM
with other, more dramatic capabilities that can literally reinvent
how IT projects approach the “aim” part of “ready, aim, fire.”
This sounds like a bold claim. However, there is ample precedent
from previous modeling revolutions—such as object modeling,
computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/
CAM), and especially financial modeling and the spreadsheet—
to suggest that modeling can indeed accelerate critical business
activities.

Modeling, Collaboration, Reuse

49
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Financial Modeling and the Spreadsheet
Before the personal computer revolution, Wall Street analysts per-
formed complex spreadsheet calculations using only a simple cal-
culator. This process was completely inflexible, prone to mistakes,
and thoroughly mind-numbing. In order to make changes to a
model (whether to vary inputs or correct mistakes), analysts had
to rework the entire thing, a process that—needless to say—was
inefficient. 

In 1978, Harvard Business School student Dan Bricklin recog-
nized an opportunity to automate this tedious process using soft-
ware and the rapidly maturing PC. He, along with former MIT
classmate Bob Frankston, founded Software Arts, Inc., and intro-
duced the VisiCalc spreadsheet to the market. Almost overnight,
VisiCalc transformed how financial analysts worked.1

The obvious advantage to Bricklin and Frankston’s innova-
tion was efficiency. Complex models that once took hours to
update could now be modified with a few keystrokes. Not surpris-
ingly, spreadsheets like VisiCalc became the de facto standard for
financial modeling, and frustrated business school students and
financial analysts clamored all over each other to put the new
technology to use. The demand for spreadsheets was so over-
whelming, in fact, that it is frequently credited with creating the
initial boom market for business PCs. 

But the real revolution that the spreadsheet kicked off wasn’t
just about efficiency and automation. By unburdening analysts
from the pedantic work of manual calculations, spreadsheets low-
ered the marginal cost of evaluating new scenarios from thou-
sands of dollars to almost zero. This, in turn, encouraged
experimentation and creativity. The same employee who once
spent days perfecting a single model could suddenly produce sev-
eral alternatives in a single afternoon. 

Spreadsheets kicked off an industry-wide movement towards
experimentation that revolutionized how analysts—and the finan-
cial services industry—worked. By allowing workers to easily cre-
ate and analyze the impact of multiple scenarios, spreadsheets and
predictive modeling encouraged a culture of rapid prototyping
and innovation, or impact analysis, that is as applicable for align-
ing business and technology as it is for the financial world.
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From Modeling to Impact Analysis
Impact analysis lets teams alter input factors, create multiple out-
put scenarios, evaluate the end-to-end impact of each, and even-
tually select and implement the optimal solution. This stands in
direct opposition to conventional, linear problem-solving tech-
niques, where decision-makers analyze sub-problems at each logi-
cal step along the way, and then assume that the overall impact of
their choices is the best one (see Fig. 3.1). 

Like modeling in general, impact analysis can be used to
address a broad range of activities. For example, it is often used in
supply chain planning for advanced, data-driven calculations that
optimize a particular function (such as inventory costs) given
unique inputs and constraints (such as market demand, logistical
restrictions, and manufacturing capabilities). At the other end of
the spectrum, impact analysis can address much simpler problems.
A good example is Dell Computer’s build-to-order website, where
potential buyers test multiple PC configurations until they find a
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Figure 3.1
Linear problem solving decomposes sub-problems along the way,
while impact analysis examines the end-to-end impact of multiple
decisions
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good match between the features they want and the cost they can
afford to pay. In both of these cases, individuals vary inputs, rules
translate these inputs to outputs, and team members compare
the impact of multiple scenarios to choose the solution that fits
their needs. 

In order for impact analysis to work, the scenario being mod-
eled should conform to three guidelines:

– It should have easily identified inputs, rules, and outputs:
Impact analysis requires employees to define a set of inputs
and then link these to outputs using predefined rules. These
inputs and outputs are often quantitative (as in the supply
chain optimization problem), but they can also be qualita-
tive (such as the PC configuration options). To produce
good results, these criteria—the rules that link them—must
accurately reflect the real-world problem.

– It should have multiple configuration options and deci-
sion factors: Problems that contain only a few inputs and
outputs aren’t suited to impact analysis because the effect of
altering inputs is often obvious. When the outputs are less
intuitive on the other hand, impact analysis can help deci-
sion makers experiment to identify good solutions.

– The relative cost of implementation to design is high:
Scenarios that are inexpensive to design but difficult to
implement are ideally suited to impact analysis. Our ongoing
analogy to an architectural blueprint is a case in point here:
It’s unrealistic for you to contract a builder to build five
houses so that you can choose the one you like the most. It’s
entirely possible, however, that you may choose to commis-
sion an architect to draft five blueprints. You can then com-
pare them, choose your favorite, and give it to the contractor
to build. This is where the synergy between modeling and
impact analysis really comes into play: Predictive modeling is
a powerful tool for lowering design costs, and so a crucial
driver for impact analysis.

Anticipating Unforeseen Ripple Effects
These three characteristics combine to highlight a point that
is crucial to understanding why impact analysis fits well with
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BTM. Disconnects between business, process, and technology are
often introduced when individual decisions have unforeseen
effects on the blueprint as a whole. “Projects lack a holistic view,”
PACCAR CIO Pat Flynn says, “because we tend to look at it as a
linear process: decompose the problem, decompose the problem,
decompose the problem, make a decision. But it’s very hard to go
back and say ‘that decision has a set of ripple effects’.”

Consider an example: A team of process analysts is working on
a project for which they need to diagram the approval process for
purchasing non-production goods. Using conventional methods,
their actions would be informed by an in-depth analysis of the
decision. They would start by gathering as much data as possible:
the current approval process; the complete list of approved sup-
pliers, products, and contract types; the organizational hierarchy
and current purchasing limits for each employee; the existing
technology assets that automate this process; and the supporting
systems such as hardware and networks. After pulling all this
information together, they would weigh the data, diagram a
process flow that best fits the given constraints, and sign off on
the decision.

This sounds reasonable at first glance, but it fails to take into
account any ripple effects that might spread from this individual
decision. Let’s say, for instance, that one supplier relied on a legacy
order-processing system to interface with our example company’s
procurement system. Let’s also say that when our team reengi-
neered their approval process, they did so in a way that made it
incompatible with this legacy application. And finally, let’s say
that this particular supplier accounted for 40% of all purchases of
non-production goods last year. Clearly, this should compel the
process analysts to revisit their decision. But without impact
analysis they wouldn’t find out about the ripple effects until it
was too late. 

The Perceived of Value of Models and 
the Whitespace Problem
Before they can get started with modeling and impact analysis,
companies need to overcome a couple of obstacles. The most
obvious is the common perception that the time it takes to
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develop a model during the design stage is better spent on imple-
mentation. This is due in part to previous experiences with mod-
els that were frighteningly inaccessible to all but the most die-hard
experts. Since non-specialists (a group that frequently includes
managers and other authority figures) couldn’t experience their
value firsthand, they assumed that the models were a waste of
time. The shorthand solution to this concern is to make the mod-
eling environment friendly enough for a broad range of people to
pick it up and experiment according to their own level of comfort.
A good example of this is a financial model whose inner workings
may be exceedingly complex but whose overall purpose is clearly
communicated to a non-technical audience.

In extreme cases, however, modeling can be a waste of time.
This happens when people get stuck in an endless design loop; By
continuously tweaking the model in the quest for a perfect solu-
tion, they never get around to actually implementing what they’re
working on. The way to counter this impulse is by linking a system
of real-time monitoring to metrics, goals, and objectives that are
established at the beginning of the project. This implies a link to
both project and performance management that is crucial to any
type of modeling. 

The other obstacle that stands in the way of modeling and
impact analysis is the gap that exists between multiple models
and between models and the real world. These gaps are referred to
as “whitespace,” and they’re familiar culprits in cases where mod-
eling hasn’t been successful. Typically, the tools that are available
to IT workers to model business, process, and technology are dis-
jointed, and so they tend to exacerbate rather than overcome the
whitespace problem. Most are geared either to a particular task
(process modeling, object modeling, or knowledge management)
or to broad horizontal activities (word processing, drawing, or
spreadsheets). A consequence of these disjointed offerings is that
companies tend to use multiple tools and environments to develop
their models. When changes are made in one environment (say a
process diagram) they aren’t automatically reflected in other areas
(a requirements document or business strategy memo, for exam-
ple). Without integrated tools, the project team has to proactively
anticipate ripple effects to keep their models aligned.
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The Advantages of Predictive Modeling
The advantages that modeling provides for BTM are closely anal-
ogous to those that spreadsheets deliver in the financial world. By
utilizing predictive modeling to align business and technology,
enterprises can: 

– Mitigate risk by forcing teams to flesh out details in the
design stage

– Enable creative impact analysis by lowering the marginal
cost of experimentation

– Democratize design decisions by hiding underlying details
from non-technical team members

– Communicate overall design to promote collaboration

Mitigate Risk
The first of these advantages, mitigating risk, is a key advantage of
modeling in general. Initiatives can fail because of any number of
unforeseen obstacles: poorly defined business objectives; processes
that don’t map to application packages; system choices that
require heavy customization; even plain, old-fashioned installa-
tion failures. By itself, modeling can’t guarantee a flawless initia-
tive; but by forcing stakeholders to collaborate and produce an
end-to-end design before beginning the actual implementation, it
helps work out kinks in the model—where they are far easier to
tackle than in the real world.

Mitigating risk is an important factor in any enterprise initia-
tive, and it’s a compelling counterbalance to our first concern
about predictive modeling—that it isn’t worth the time and effort.
Implementation mistakes can cost many times more than even the
most thorough modeling.

Perform Impact Analysis
Second, predictive modeling helps companies to perform impact
analysis. Most enterprise initiatives adhere to a linear planning
process, where decisions made early on (the business drivers
for the initiative, for example) become cast in stone as the project
progresses. This is okay when both the initial guidelines are
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completely static and the consequences of decisions only affect
future decisions.

In IT projects, however, neither of these conditions applies.
Early choices such as business drivers can become out-of-date at a
moment’s notice in response to things like market changes and
recent moves by competitors. At the same time, choices made
later in the process (such as which application package to select)
can affect decisions thought to have been nailed down earlier
(such as the process flow that is to be automated). By locking in
determinations up front, teams forfeit flexibility that they may
need down the road.

Also, linear planning assumes that what’s best for any individ-
ual decision must be best for the project as a whole. This attitude
ignores hidden ripple effects between seemingly unrelated deci-
sions. For example, a consultant choosing an application package
may sensibly select the one that fits the most requirements. But
this decision assumes that all the requirements are equally impor-
tant to the initiative. If the consultant chooses a package that
leaves out a few crucial requirements, he or she could introduce
an inconsistency between the best individual decision (the pack-
age that meets the most requirements), and the best overall solu-
tion (the system that best supports the overall business goals of
the project).

To compound this situation further, ROIs are frequently laced
with intangibles such as “improved customer relationships” and
“strategic fit with other systems.” Managers who have been tasked
with making a particular decision in a linear process often feel
compelled to invent decision criteria to justify their choices, even
if these criteria fail to take into account the project’s overall,
intangible returns. Eric K. Clemons, a professor at the Wharton
School of Business, describes this phenomenon as “the ‘concrete’
and ‘measurable’ driving the significant out of the analysis.”2

Impact analysis counters these concerns by letting teams com-
pare end-to-end potential outcomes. Even in cases with intangible
returns, the impact analysis technique improves decisions by mak-
ing it easy to compare the relative value of multiple scenarios,
rather than forcing teams to assign allegedly absolute criteria that
obscure more important, elusive goals. Seeing end-to-end designs
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also helps to calm the impulse to enter an endless design loop by
encouraging teams to select a final design, move from modeling to
implementation, and avoid the temptation to get stuck on an
individual decision.

Democratize Design Decisions
The third advantage of predictive modeling is that it hides under-
lying details from the non-technical audience. By simulating the
general behavior of real-world subjects while simultaneously hid-
ing complex details, models encourage even non-technical team
members to “play around.” This broadens the base of users who
can make important design decisions from IT professionals to also
include business managers, process analysts, and even senior exec-
utives. Collaboration between this variety of stakeholders to lever-
age business and technical expertise leads to new scenarios and
innovative solutions to problems. Michael Schrage, the co-direc-
tor of the MIT Media Lab’s eMarkets Initiative and the author of
Serious Play, describes how this phenomenon plays out in another
modeling discipline, computer-aided design, or CAD:

Engineering organizations have found that nonengineering
managers and marketers want to play with CAD software to
test their own product ideas and enhancements. Such “amateur
CAD” signifies a growing democratization of design promoted
by pervasive and accessible modeling technology. The chang-
ing nature of the modeling medium is forcing design profes-
sionals to manage the prototyping efforts of design amateurs.
The declining cost and rising importance of prototyping is
broadening the community of designers.3

Communicate Design Details
Finally, models can be compelling communication tools. This can
happen in the form of a business unit evaluating an existing enter-
prise system to see if it could be reused in their division; a devel-
opment team communicating a proposed project to a manager for
approval; or an enterprise architect team communicating interface
specifications to an external business partner for integration pur-
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poses. This communication is also the key to bridging gaps
between distinct models and ultimately to overcoming the white-
space problem.

IInnssttiillll CCoollllaabboorraattiivvee DDeecciissiioonn-MMaakkiinngg
The second principle of BTM is to instill collaborative decision-
making. The concept of collaborative decision-making is fre-
quently employed as a catchall that includes everything from
face-to-face communication to knowledge management to coor-
dinating partnerships. This scope is too broad for our purposes, of
course, so this discussion is limited to the role that collaboration
plays in the specific context of BTM: decision-making that is
either facilitated by modeling itself or undertaken to support the
modeling initiative.

The idea of collaborative decision-making in BTM is a descen-
dent of the broader concept of a virtual workspace, where poten-
tially disparate teams can come together to access a common work
environment, post and share supporting information, and com-
municate in real time to solve problems. For BTM, this virtual
workspace equates to a combination of the model itself and three
key levels of collaboration:

– Direct Collaboration is when people discuss issues in real
time using tools like email, instant messaging, and notifica-
tion services. These discussions are meant to facilitate dia-
logue between decision makers or to solve a specific problem.
For example, an implementation consultant may need to
establish which IT standards are in place through a direct
question-and-answer session with members of the client team.

– Model-level Collaboration happens when more than one
team member contributes to any individual model. This
occurs quite frequently, such as when analysts require super-
vision and input from managers, or individual models span
multiple skill areas or business units. A good example of
model-level collaboration is a supply chain process model,
where demand planners, plant managers, and supply plan-
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ners come together to diagram an end-to-end flow of how a
manufacturer plans and executes their supply chain. Model-
level collaboration includes model check-in/check-out, ver-
sion control, change tracking, and model comparison/merge
activities. This level of collaboration can also include aspects
of document management to help teams share knowledge
that supports their decisions in the model. And it can also
act as a gateway to direct collaboration, for example when an
inconsistency between two versions of a model is discovered
and the team collaborates to determine which version is 
correct.

– Alignment-level Collaboration represents the highest level
of collaboration in BTM. It is driven by the necessity to
cross whitespaces to align multiple models. Because BTM
spans business modeling, process optimization, and technol-
ogy automation, it by nature includes a variety of stakehold-
ers with unique areas of modeling responsibility. To cross
these disciplines, team members often negotiate and come to
a shared decision. This may involve a prolonged, robust
exchange of information that includes elements of both
model-level and direct collaboration. To facilitate back-and-
forth exchange, team members utilize a mini-impact analysis
of sorts, where each side develops multiple scenarios until an
acceptable compromise is reached. A good example of align-
ment-level collaboration is when analysts from two business
units compare process models to establish standards for
enterprise processes.

Vertical and Horizontal Collaboration
The three levels of collaboration can occur both vertically (within
a single business unit or team) and horizontally (across multiple
business units or teams). 

Most day-to-day communication within an IT project falls
under the aegis of vertical collaboration. Its goal is to improve
existing processes by sharing information and expertise. One man-
ifestation of vertical collaboration is communication between
team members at different levels of the same business unit, from
executives to business unit heads to managers and so on. In the
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worst cases, top-to-bottom communication between those who
set objectives and those responsible for meeting them resembles a
version of the children’s game, Telephone: The original message is
garbled along the way and disconnects crop up between strategy
and execution.

Vertical collaboration improves this process by making sure
that the directives passed between managers and their reports
happen accurately and in real time. For top-down communication
this means that changes in strategy or goals are communicated in
time to change course, and for bottom-up communication this
means that needs and issues are passed back up to executives to
make small, corrective changes that don’t jeopardize the project as
a whole.

However vertical collaboration isn’t necessarily limited to
members of the same business unit. Another type of vertical col-
laboration focuses on particular teams or business processes. An
example here is product development, when representatives from
marketing, sales, and engineering define specifications, share new
product designs, and make update requests. The impetus for this
collaboration is improved communication and efficiency: The
marketing team knows which market niche to exploit, the sales
team understands customer needs, and engineers have the tech-
nical capability to design new and exciting product offerings. By
improving the flow of information between participants, tools
that facilitate vertical collaboration in product development can
improve speed to market and reduce production errors.

In BTM, vertical collaboration shares important characteris-
tics with both manager-to-report collaboration and process and
team-based collaboration such as product development. By
encouraging team members to share metrics, project manage-
ment information, and relevant knowledge bits, collaboration
encourages holistic decision-making, and ultimately reduces
development time and cost. 

While vertical collaboration is all about efficiency, horizontal
collaboration is focused on helping to share amorphous “great
ideas” that can deliver unique insights that are especially powerful.
Vertical collaboration is project and process-based, and includes
stakeholders with multiple specialties. Horizontal collaboration
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is quite the opposite: General trends and opportunities are shared
between employees with similar job functions, but who work in
different business units or on different projects. 

One example of horizontal collaboration could be the interac-
tion between the customer service and product design teams in a
consumer products company. Suppose that over time, the cus-
tomer service team notices that a large number of the calls to
their help desk are from users who can’t figure out how to use a
particular feature of a particular product. After documenting the
issues, a service team member contacts the product design team.
The two groups collaborate to determine the exact nature of the
problem and change future versions of the product to make it
more intuitive. In this example, two otherwise disparate teams
(customer service and product design) collaborate to share a
unique insight (user difficulties with a particular product feature)
in a way that was outside the scope of normal processes and regu-
lar communication.

The advantages of horizontal and vertical collaboration are
predictably unique from one another. In vertical collaboration, the
focus is on pervasive integration of well-defined team members
and processes in order to share knowledge and improve efficiency.
Horizontal collaboration, on the other hand, requires employees
to identify and analyze important developments in their own work
environment, and then to pass these along through free-form
interactions to whomever is most equipped to act upon them.
This is the foundation for an integrated organization that recog-
nizes broad trends and shares them across business lines to provide
opportunities elsewhere.

T-Shaped Managing
Both vertical and horizontal collaboration are essential compo-
nents of BTM. Embracing both in tandem requires a management
technique that Morten T. Hansen and Bolko von Oetinger
describe in the Harvard Business Review as the “T-shaped man-
agement” model. In BTM, the vertical component of T-shaped
management encompasses most day-to-day work on IT projects,
and focuses on individual modeling teams and their managers on
up to the office of the CIO and the CxO Suite. But BTM also
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requires teams to collaborate horizontally to share what Hansen
and von Oetinger call “implicit knowledge, the type needed to
generate new insights and creative ways of tackling business prob-
lems or opportunities.”4 These horizontal interactions could
include a marketing manager who identifies a sales trend and
passes it along to a product design team, or an IT professional
who recognizes an opportunity to reuse an existing ERP system in
another department. Figure 3.2 illustrates the roles that vertical
and horizontal collaboration play in BTM, and shows some types
of information that are commonly exchanged in each:

Contextual and Cultural Barriers
Before they can achieve T-shaped management, companies need
to overcome both contextual and cultural barriers to collabora-
tion. Contextual barriers are the biggest obstacle that stands in the
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way of collaborative decision-making. Most collaborative systems,
including groupware or virtual workspace applications, don’t inte-
grate directly with everyday work environments, so employees are
forced to leave their workspace—be it a word processor, spread-
sheet, CAD/CAM tool, or even the factory floor—to interface
with others. IT analyst IDC describes this phenomenon as a
“schism between how people get information and what they can
do with it.”5

For vertical collaboration, the contextualization problem is
more practical than anything else: Team members know what to
share and with whom, but many times lack the infrastructure to
communicate within their familiar business applications. In hori-
zontal collaboration, however, the impetus for collaboration isn’t
as intuitive. Issues are less likely to be explicitly documented in
the first place, and it can be difficult to determine who to collab-
orate with, as partners come from outside the immediate team or
from different business units altogether. This means that not only
do employees not know how to collaborate, but they also don’t
know when or with whom to do so. 

People also fail to collaborate because of ingrained cultural
and organizational issues. In the simplest case, they fail to recog-
nize either the person with whom they should be collaborating or
the need to collaborate at all. A process analyst faced with choos-
ing to modify either a current purchasing process or a new pro-
curement application, for example, might not know that a
colleague in another department recently grappled with a similar
problem, and so might be a good source of knowledge and advice. 

A second, more deep-seated challenge is to overcome the strict
concept of ownership that impedes collaboration—especially hor-
izontal collaboration between business units. There are innocent
and not-so-innocent reasons why this happens. Sometimes, people
simply assume that they should solve their own problems, and
consequently miss opportunities to collaborate with peers who
may have valuable insight into their dilemma. Other times, 
cultural barriers get in the way. Information from outside the
immediate team may be considered untrustworthy. Or, in other
cases, knowledge producers may fall prey to an ingrained tendency
to hoard information for their own personal advantage. In organ-
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izations where employees compete internally (to acquire cus-
tomers, for example), this last condition may require a system of
incentives and penalties to encourage open information exchange. 

The Advantages of Collaborative
Decision-Making
Collaborative decision-making provides a number of important
advantages for BTM. By combining vertical and horizontal
collaboration to employ a T-shaped management model, enter-
prises can:

– Achieve the BTM equivalent of concurrent engineering:
simultaneous and synchronized business modeling, process
optimization, and technology automation

– Maintain alignment and communication between decisions
made in disparate environments

Achieve Concurrent Business, Process, and 
Technology Design
The first advantage of collaborative decision-making is that it
helps companies to achieve the BTM equivalent of concurrent
engineering, where manufacturers collaborate at every stage of
the value chain so that all aspects of product development—from
engineering to marketing to manufacturing design—can be car-
ried out simultaneously. Collaborative decision-making does the
same for IT projects by allowing each activity of BTM—business
model definition, process optimization, and technology automa-
tion—to occur simultaneously. When both product design and
BTM occur concurrently, cycle times decrease and critical issues
in quality control are addressed early on in the process. 

Maintain Alignment Between Disparate Decisions
The second advantage of collaboration is that it helps team mem-
bers to make intelligent trade-offs that maintain alignment
between seemingly disparate decisions. When companies employ
multiple tools for each of the three activities of BTM, they invite
disconnects between choices made in separate environments. By
collaborating to unify decision-making across multiple environ-
ments, team members can provide visibility into choices that are
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made in other areas of the project. For example, an implementa-
tion consultant may need to determine why a modification was
made to a process in order to balance its relative importance
against the changes to the technology infrastructure that it
requires. By implementing collaborative decision-making, team
members can identify and bridge these whitespace disconnects to
maintain alignment across the board. 

MMaakkee KKnnoowwlleeddggee aanndd AAsssseettss RReeuussaabbllee
The final principle of BTM, to make knowledge and assets
reusable, encompasses two concepts that are well-known to both
business and technology audiences. The first of these is knowledge
management, where companies capture, codify, and communicate
knowledge to improve decision-making. The second is a repository
that stores templates and previously designed models to encourage
project teams to reuse the unique knowledge captured in models.

Knowledge Management 
The first component of knowledge and asset reusability is knowl-
edge management—an idea that first rose to prominence nearly a
decade ago. Not surprisingly, knowledge management first caught
on in businesses where knowledge is a key component of the value
proposition: “There’s too many terms that have been overused
recently,” Scott Hayward, a Managing Director at JPMorgan
Chase and Company explains, “but knowledge management has
already become a reality in industries like financial services and
consulting, where knowledge is your main product.” 

At the simplest level, knowledge management includes three
sequential steps: 

– Acquisition: Enterprise knowledge frequently exists in
intangible forms such as individual expertise and shared 
culture. To disperse this knowledge throughout the corpora-
tion it first must be captured in a concrete form such as a
document, knowledge bit, or contact information for a sub-
ject-matter expert.
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– Interpretation: Once knowledge has been captured it must
be analyzed and codified so that individuals and intelligent
systems can use this context to push relevant knowledge to
team members.

– Delivery: The final step is delivering codified knowledge to
the point of decision. This delivery can be either passive
(such as documents that reside in a searchable database or
team members who wait to be contacted about their specific
experiences and recommendations) or active (such as soft-
ware designed to alert individuals regarding applicable
knowledge bits).

This seems to be a simple process, but the hit-or-miss experi-
ences with knowledge management during the last decade betray
the danger lurking behind the facade. To avoid the mistakes made
in past projects, companies need to appreciate what it is that
makes the outwardly simple theory of reusable knowledge any-
thing but simple to implement in real life.

Two pervasive myths are largely responsible for companies’
inability to harness the power of shared knowledge. The first is
based on the assumption that employees will automatically use an
IT-based knowledge management system if it is in place. This mis-
conception stems from the early view that knowledge manage-
ment was considered purely an IT project. But companies found
that building technology to support knowledge management is
the easy part—and overcoming cultural and political obstacles to
sharing knowledge is much more difficult. 

The second myth about knowledge management is that tech-
nology will replace face-to-face knowledge transfer. Some early
adopters assumed that in the new, virtual office, all interaction
would be mediated by IT. The truth is that people are far more
likely to share ideas when they’re face-to-face with their col-
leagues, and IT-based knowledge management should be consid-
ered a supplement to rather than a replacement for traditional,
non-IT-based knowledge exchange. 

Two Types of Reusable Knowledge: 
Documents and Relationships
Knowledge management links people with two types of informa-
tion: documents (which include pre-built process flows, existing
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market research, network topologies, and other supporting infor-
mation); and relationships, (which means referring to subject-
matter experts—business unit managers, network architects, and
IT team leaders for example—directly). 

In keeping with knowledge management’s IT-focused history,
most of the attention given to reusability centers upon collecting,
indexing, and distributing electronic documents. For this to work,
of course, knowledge must first be captured and saved in docu-
ment form and then given context through associations with pre-
defined subjects. When employees search for knowledge, they
either perform a direct search (in which case context is provided
by their search terms), or they browse the subjects until they find
something that might apply, and then view the documents that
are associated with that subject. This type of knowledge manage-
ment works best for information that is static, data-driven, and
meant to have a long shelf life: metrics, research reports, and basic
documentation such as corporate policies, for example.

But sometimes sharing knowledge requires two employees to
collaborate directly to adapt their unique experiences to a new
context. In these cases, document management systems—the tra-
ditional cornerstones of knowledge management—don’t work so
well. Instead, companies need a mechanism for linking people
directly with other team members or experts. When employees
look up information, they are directed not to a static document,
but instead to the appropriate contact person.

Reusable Asset Repository
The second crucial component of knowledge and asset reusabil-
ity is a repository that stores models developed during BTM.
The concept of a reusable asset repository is closely related to
the knowledge management ideal of recycling enterprise knowl-
edge. It differs from knowledge management, however, in that
the knowledge being reused is captured in a structured model
rather than static documents or contact information for subject-
matter experts.

Reusable asset repositories are familiar to component and object
developers, who have long used repositories to encourage develop-
ers to recycle existing code rather than writing from scratch.
Component and object repositories act like a centralized ware-
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house of pre-developed software that codifies the objects according
to the functionality that they implement. Developers search the
repository to find a piece of code that does what they need, and
reuse it to decrease the development time for their project.

A useful analogy illustrating the advantages of a reusable repos-
itory is to the manufacturing innovations realized during the
industrial revolution. By using standardized components as build-
ing blocks for creating new products, innovative entrepreneurs
such as Eli Whitney incited a productivity revolution that led to
assembly line manufacturing, the transition from inefficient arti-
sans to moderately skilled line workers, and ultimately to the rise
of mass production and inexpensive consumer goods.

Proponents of reusable repositories promise a similar leap for-
ward for BTM: By using pre-built model templates from a reposi-
tory, team members can concentrate on developing unique project
details rather than common, low-value designs. This provides
important advantages for companies whose IT projects need to be
agile to keep up with multiple acquisitions, fast product cycles, or
high employee turnover. 

Reuse in Context
As with collaboration, it is necessary to establish context before
you can reuse knowledge and assets to give employees not just the
right information, but also the right information at the right time.
The very idea of reuse as a distinct practice betrays the funda-
mental problem with most previous initiatives to reuse knowl-
edge and assets. Like knowledge management, reuse isn’t just
about deploying business applications to save electronic knowl-
edge for later use. Instead, it means enacting a cultural change so
that reusing decisions, policies, processes, technology, and stan-
dards is indistinguishable from the normal, day-to-day tasks that
created this intellectual property in the first place.

One recurring pitfall of stand-alone systems for reuse is the
tendency of employees to ignore them altogether. Integrating
knowledge directly into the work environment solves this discon-
nect and increases the likelihood that employees will embrace
reusability both as producers and consumers of knowledge. To do
this means facing two important challenges: establishing an infra-
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structure for reuse that integrates directly with other enterprise
applications, and defining a methodology for classifying documents
that can be linked to enterprise applications to provide the context
for determining which knowledge is relevant at any given time. 

The Advantages of Reusing 
Knowledge and Assets
By reusing knowledge and assets within the context of BTM,
enterprises can:

– Give decision-makers the right information at the right time
– Minimize rework and improve cycle times
– Establish enterprise standards for processes, systems, and

infrastructure to promote best practices
– Reuse existing enterprise applications, hardware, and net-

works

Give Decision-Makers the Right Information 
at the Right Time
Knowledge about business and IT initiatives is stored in the form
of market research, documentation, vendor profiles, and consult-
ing partner deliverables. By incorporating this information into a
knowledge management system, teams can use context to push
relevant information directly to the point of decision. This helps
team members to access existing enterprise knowledge before
making key decisions, and ensures that documents remain up-to-
date and relevant as the model is updated or changed altogether. 

Minimize Rework and Improve Cycle Times
By saving previously developed models in a reusable asset reposi-
tory and then making these available as templates for later proj-
ects, companies can reduce the amount of time and effort that
they spend redoing crucial tasks. This lowers the cycle time
required to plan and implement IT projects, and allows individu-
als to concentrate on high-value decisions in their specific areas of
expertise. Even after the dotcom meltdown, valuable IT workers
are in short supply, and forcing skilled subject-matter experts to
spend time on activities that don’t provide a direct benefit to the
project is an inefficient allocation of resources. By reusing models
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from a centralized asset repository, IT workers can concentrate
on specific, detailed customization that delivers real value and
leverages their unique skill sets.

Establish Enterprise Standards and Best Practices
Oftentimes, enterprise and IT standards are ignored by employees
because they are either unaware that the standards exist or they
remain unconvinced of the value that they provide. Knowledge
and asset reusability addresses this concern in two ways. 

First, contextualized knowledge links standards and best prac-
tices directly to the model itself. This can be in the form of sup-
porting documents, research reports, or team member experiences.
Also, it can link directly to subject-matter experts, such as enter-
prise architects, who can pass along their accumulated knowledge
to those responsible for individual design decisions.

Second, new models based on templates that conform to stan-
dards and best practices encourage teams to keep new modeling in
line with the design parameters endorsed in the template. To
replace an approved networking standard with a renegade design,
for example, an IT architect would have to first deliberately
remove the approved configuration. This is unlikely, especially in
a culture where a standards-based approach is emphasized.
Another way to enforce standards is to include models of tech-
nology vendors and configurations in the repository. This makes it
easier for IT architects to stick with pre-approved configurations
than it is to strike out on their own. 

Reuse existing physical assets
By recycling models from previous BTM projects, team members
are encouraged to reuse the design decisions captured in the model
itself. At the same time, however, it is important to note that
these previously developed models are virtual representations of
the actual business and IT environments. By recycling a portion of
a model, then, employees can often recycle its real-world equiva-
lent—strategies, processes, software, and systems, for example.

Consider this scenario: A particular line of business develops a
model for a new CRM initiative, installs the software, and rolls
out the project in their business unit. When IT workers from
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another business unit go to reuse this CRM model, they not only
benefit from improved decision-making, but by sticking with the
model’s design decisions, they may be able to reuse a portion of the
actual CRM software itself. 

By reusing actual enterprise assets rather than just the knowl-
edge and expertise encapsulated in the model itself, companies
can reduce the cost of purchasing new hardware, software, and
services, and can unify enterprise architecture across multiple lines
of business.

FFrroomm PPrriinncciipplleess ttoo SSppeecciiffiicc AAccttiivviittiieess
The three principles of BTM combine to form a solid foundation
for aligning business and technology. Without utilizing predictive
modeling, instilling collaborative decision-making, and making
knowledge and assets reusable, it’s impossible to do BTM. This
means that the principles of BTM merit a long and careful look
before you dive into your next IT project. 
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Who Should Lead the Drive to
Adopt the Principles of BTM? 

“Right now, many corporations don’t have a BTM hero
who has been tasked with leading the drive towards mod-
eling, collaboration, and reuse. And even where those
people exist today, they typically don’t have the budget to
marshal the resources to do it. 

Like any important shift in IT planning, embracing
predictive modeling starts with the CIO. He or she may
assign somebody else to tackle it, but I think it’s got to be
very high level. I do think, however, that over the next
two or three years you’ll see process-focused technology
people start to play this role by acting as purveyors of
modeling concepts to both sides: to the business side to
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Despite this enthusiastic endorsement, however, it’s important
to remember that the principles of BTM are only one piece of a
bigger puzzle. Early on in this chapter we defined the principles as
prerequisites for performing the activities of BTM. This is a good
way to emphasize the importance of these principles and how they
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help them understand what technology can do for them;
to the IT group to actually get development done right.

It’s these same business process/technology leaders who
will be the lynchpins for driving collaboration, and put-
ting the right tools and processes in place to make it hap-
pen. And I’d also argue, by the way, that it’s these same
people that have to start looking at reuse and knowledge
management because they’re the ones who see things on a
cross-functional basis, whether it’s cross-departmental, or
sometimes even across business partners. I think you really
must have a group that is looking after the whole develop-
ment area on reuse, because reuse starts at the process
level: if you can’t establish shared processes it’s going to 
be difficult to establish component reuse at a technology
level. 

People are already arguing ‘yes’ about alignment, but I
think we’re at the cusp of where we’re going to see this
discipline become a critical path, enabling better control
of IT spending, better management of projects, better
prioritization, and viewing the whole thing as a portfolio.
I think that you’re going to see a much more coordinated
effort. In the past, business/technology alignment has
been done more on an ad hoc basis. But today, you need a
more architected approach: It needs to be more disci-
plined, and you need to be able to put different areas to
work in pursuit of alignment, including modeling, collab-
oration, and reuse.”

– Dale Kutnick, founder, chairman, and CEO, 
META Group
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fit with the other pieces of business technology management: It’s
impossible to do successful BTM without utilizing predictive mod-
eling, instilling collaborative decision-making, and making knowl-
edge and assets reusable. But it’s also possible to do these
things—to do them well, in fact—and still not make good on the
promise of BTM. 
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